Snap-on® Essentials for USPS Vehicle Maintenance Facilities
Snap-on tools and equipment make work easier for professionals performing critical tasks. Noble offers high-quality Snap-on tools and equipment for USPS purchasers on eBuy2. Get the tools your vehicle maintenance facility needs; wrenches, ratchets, drills, hammers, die grinders, screwdrivers, and more. Make sure to outfit your shop with the best power and cordless tools, equipment, and more at excellent prices.

Supply Solutions for USPS

Noble provides a catalog of items essential to USPS on the Postal Service’s web-based purchasing system, eBuy2. By using EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) formats and FEDSTRIP (Federal Standard Requisitioning and Issuing Procedures) numbers for identifying delivery addresses, eBuy2 routes orders, status, invoices, and electronic payments.

In addition to receiving orders through eBuy2, Noble provides methods to accept off-catalog orders for any products not available through eBuy2 or to accommodate emergencies.

The items are also available on Noble’s shop website, shop.noble.com, where USPS customers can view products available on their USPS contracts. Customers can quickly filter by brand, product category, and contract to see what’s available and purchase with a credit card.
ITEMS AVAILABLE
• Electrical Products (includes lamps, ballasts, LEO lighting, switches, wiring, conduits, circuits, electronics)
• Industrial Products (includes gloves, safety, materials handling, paint, batteries, lubricants)
• Custodial Products (includes Cleaning Chemicals, Paper, Deodorizers, Disinfectants, Trash Liners, Cleaning Hardware and Miscellaneous Equipment (below $3,000)

ABILITYONE® PRODUCTS
Noble is committed to the AbilityOne® Program. As an authorized commercial distributor, we make AbilityOne products available to our customers through our contract pipeline. Noble leverages this impactful federal government program to meet customers’ needs with quality AbilityOne offerings in a variety of product categories.

EARTH-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
Green products are available through Noble's contract with USPS. You can purchase BioPreferred, ENERGY STAR®, WaterSense, and recycled CPG products through our program.

BIOPREFERRED PRODUCTS
Biobased products certified under the USDA BioPreferred Program offer an alternative to conventional chemical products used in facilities maintenance during construction, janitorial work, or landscaping and grounds-keeping activities. These products are manufactured with renewable plant and marine ingredients or other renewable intermediate materials (bioressins/biopolymers) and issued certified biobased product labels with USDA verified amounts of renewable biological ingredients. The products help protect our resources by promoting the use of renewable biological ingredients.

ENERGY STAR® CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
Help protect our environment by purchasing ENERGY STAR® certified products. These products are independently certified through the ENERGY STAR program run by the EPA to save energy and reduce emissions. These products deliver high quality and performance while protecting our environment.

WATERSENSE CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
Products certified under the U.S. EPA's WaterSense Program have been designed to be water-efficient while performing as well or better than standard products. Using these products in government facilities saves water, saves operating costs, promotes facilities management best practices and complies with federally-mandated green procurement programs.

WaterSense products include items for buildings and grounds-keeping.
• Showerheads
• Bathroom Faucets
• Residential and Commercial Toilets
• Urinals
• Pre-rinse Spray Valves
• Irrigation Controllers
• Spray Sprinkler Bodies

CPG PRODUCTS
Products produced under the EPA's Comprehensive Procurement Guideline (CPG) are made from materials
recovered from municipal solid waste. The EPA issues recommendations for purchasing products containing recovered materials as part of the Sustainable Materials Management initiative.

The CPG Program includes

- Construction Products
- Landscaping Products
- Non-paper Office Products
- Paper and Paper Products
- Park and Recreation Products
- Transportation Products
- Vehicular Products
- Miscellaneous Products

**PREFERRED PRICING ON CONTRACT**

**Noble/USPS Contract No: 3CMROP-11-C-0002 | Buildings & Equipment Maintenance**  
**Noble/USPS Contract No: 3CMROP-11-C-0003 | Industrial Items**

Noble offers preferred discount pricing for all items on contract to authorized purchasers at USPS Mailing Facilities and Vehicle Maintenance Facilities. The primary MRO customers under these contracts are the 800 “Maintenance Capable” mail processing facilities and vehicle maintenance facilities throughout the U.S., Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, in addition to post offices of various sizes across the country.

**PURCHASING OPTIONS**

There are multiple ways to shop for supplies using Noble’s U.S. Federal Government contracts.

1. **Direct from Noble.** Contact us to find out more about our purchasing program for USPS customers.
   - Phone: 1 877-999-1911
   - Fax: 1 781-871-7449
   - Email: support@noble.com

2. **eBuy/eMars**
   Search for Noble on eBuy to find thousands of discounted items available for USPS.
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IMPACT WRENCHES

3/4” Pistol Impact Wrench

Noble Item No: N559H31

With a big 1,250 ft-lbs of torque, this power wrench has a six-vane rotor for fast motor startup. One-hand reverse button means easy operation. Twin hammer impact mechanism and sealed-in-oil bath lubrication provide durability and a longer tool life. Anvil-stop feature prevents the anvil from throwing sockets and fasteners after releasing the trigger.

- Length: 8"
- Weight: 8.1 lbs
- BPM: 1050 Blows Per Minute
- Free Speed 6,200 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 1,250 ft-lbs

Impact Wrench, Air, Heavy Duty, Magnesium Housing, Standard Anvil 1/2” Drive

Noble Item No: N553D94

The compact size means better access to restricted areas. Balanced and lightweight, with patented replaceable cushion grip. One-handed forward and reverse. Protective Boot and Muffler Kit included.

- Length: 6.1"
- Weight: 2.8 lbs
- BPM: 1400 Blows Per Minute
- Free Speed 10,700 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 325 ft-lbs

Impact Wrench, Super Duty, Magnesium Housing, Standard Anvil, 3/8” Drive

Noble Item No: N553G10

Get the job done faster with a twin-hammer impact mechanism that delivers hard-hitting blows with fewer moving parts to quickly remove stubborn fasteners. Eight-vane motor delivers maximum speed and torque. One-handed forward/reverse lever with a protective Boot and Muffler Kit included.

- Length: 6.1"
- Weight: 2.8 lbs
- BPM: 1400 Blows Per Minute
- Free Speed 10,700 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 325 ft-lbs
IMPACT WRENCHES

1/2” Li-Ion Impact Wrench

**Noble Item No: N606S68**

This high-capacity wrench can remove 525 bolts tightened at 200 ft-lb on one single battery charge. The fuel gauge and micro-controller in the lithium battery monitors temperature and amperage to prevent motor overheating. Includes impact wrench, 2 batteries, charger, and tote bag.

- Length: 6.5”
- Weight: 4.5 lbs
- BPM: 3480 Blows Per Minute
- Free Speed 2,400 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 230 ft-lbs
- 18V Monster Lithium Battery
- Charge Time: 60 minutes

14.4V 3/8” Drive MicroLithium Cordless Impact Wrench Kit

**Noble Item No: N624D77**

This variable-speed cordless impact wrench has tri-beam headlights to illuminate your work area, toggle-style trigger for precise control, over current and thermal protection for the motor, and a built-in gauge lets you know the state of the battery charge. A screened motor keeps debris from entering critical components.

- Length: 6.3”
- Weight: 2.5 lbs
- BPM: 3000 Blows Per Minute
- Free Speed 2,500 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 120 ft-lbs
- 14.4V MicroLithium Battery
- Charge time: 55 minutes
IMPACT WRENCHES

Impact Wrench, Cordless, MonsterLithium™, 18 Volt, 1/2” Drive

Noble Item No: N606S73

High torque output breaks stubborn fasteners loose easily. Digital Microprocessor Controlled Switch maximizes performance, runtime and durability. Built in brake stops the anvil and prevents the tool from throwing fasteners and sockets.

- Built in LED - Super bright 1 watt LED illuminates work area
- Integrated Battery Management prevents battery drain
- USB and #8211, Built into charger
- (2) 18V Monster Lithium Battery Packs and Charger
- Tote bag included

3/8” Impact Wrench

Noble Item No: N603X17

Built-in five-position adjustable air regulator plus a variable-speed trigger for maximum user control and an aluminum housing provides a lightweight yet durable tool. The tapered nose increases accessibility to confined areas. Ball-bearing mounted motor creates a smooth running operation for less user fatigue.

- Brass inlet filter screens out dirt and grit; easy-to-remove filter for cleaning
- Twin-hammer impact mechanism designed to hit hard yet offer tool longevity. Ideal for bench work, under-hood fasteners and body panels

3/4” Impact - Pin Detent Anvil

Noble Item No: N603W47

Light weight composite housing with aluminum nose; increased power through motor & impact mechanism designs. Grease clutch, reverse biased, one hand Forward / Reverse operation.

- Through Hole Retainer (IW750MP-6H)
- Pinned Anvil Retainer (IW750MP-6P)
- Friction Ring Retainer (IW750MP-6R)
- Weight: 7.5 lb
OTHER WRENCHES

Torque Wrench, Adj. Click Type, U.S., Fixed-Ratchet, 10-50 in-lb, 1/4” Drive

Noble Item No: N550Z44

Virtually maintenance-free sealed ratchet heads keep out dirt and moisture. Cannot be accidentally disassembled if wound down past scale. Fixed Ratchet head style.

- 1/4” drive
- Gear Teeth: 36
- Head Depth, inches: 7/16
- Head Width, inches: 7/8, Increments: .5 in-lb
- Length, inches: 9 7/8
- Range, maximum: 50 in-lb minimum: 10 in-lb

Torque Wrench 1/2” Elec 26.6” Long Kit, Large Blind Rivet

Noble Item No: N558U35

Dual progressive LEDs allow user to see active torque at various work positions; enables user to anticipate torque and slow-down as they get closer to desired torque level. User can torque fasteners and then switch to angle without removing the wrench from the fastener.

- Torque: 12.5-250 ft-lbs
- Torque Accuracy: +/- 2% CW and +/- .3% CCW, 20–100% of full scale
- Angle Accuracy: +/-1% of Reading, +/- 1 @ Angular Velocity >10°/Sec <180°/Sec
- Angle range: 0–360°
- Five measurement modes (ft-lb, in-lb, Nm, Kgcm, angle)

Set, Wrench, Metric, Crowfoot, Flare Nut, Deep, 5 pc.

Noble Item No: N551R32

ANM12 thru ANM19 (5 pcs) (12mm to 19mm) in storage tray. ANM14 has a specific application for use on the oxygen sensor on Honda BF40/BF50D marine outboard engines.
OTHER WRENCHES

Set, Wrench, Inches, Combination, Long, Flank Drive® Plus, 12-point (7pcs.) 3/8 to 3/4 in.

Noble Item No: N606W87
SOEXL12B through SOEXL24B (3/8-3/4") in storage tray

Set, Wrench, Metric, Combination, Long, Flank Drive® Plus, 12-point (10 pcs.) 10-19 mm

Noble Item No: N606W98
SOEXLM10B thru SOEXLM19B in storage tray

5/16” Side Battery Terminal Ratcheting Box Wrench (Blue-Point®)

Noble Item No: N603X26
Extra-long (9-3/4") for connecting /disconnecting battery side terminals on 1994 and later Ford® Aerostar® vans and GM® vehicles including:

• 1994 and later Pontiac® Grand AM®, Grand Prix®
• W body cars, plus Buick® Regal®, Oldsmobile® Cutlass, and Chevrolet® Lumina
• APV. 5/16” wrench size
**OTHER WRENCHES**

**Set, Wrench, Ratcheting Belt Tensioning, 9 pcs.**

*Noble Item No: N551M66*

Allows direct access to belt tensioners without having to remove engine accessories or frame components.

- Covers almost 90% of all vehicles equipped with spring loaded serpentine belt tensioners
- Includes YA9350B1 Wrench (15mm) and YA9350-2 thru YA9350-9 Adaptors
- All adaptors feature a 15mm external hex drive for use with the YA9350B1 wrench
- Applications include Chrysler (Dodge and Plymouth), Ford (Lincoln and Mercury), GM, Isuzu, Jeep, Lexus, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Saturn, Toyota and VW

**SCREWDRIVERS**

**1/4” Red Nut Driver**

*Noble Item No: N603X21*

Narrow tubular shanks provide access to confined areas. Classic hard handles offer a unique blend of durability, comfort and easy clean up.

- Handle easily wipes clean and resists oils and solvents
- Sizes indicated on side and end of nut driver
- Color handles assist in easy nut driver size recognition
SCREWDRIVERS

10 mm Black Nut Driver
Noble Item No: N603X22
Narrow tubular shanks provide access to confined areas. Classic hard handles provide a unique blend of durability, comfort, and easy cleaning.
• Handle easily wipes clean and resists oils and solvents
• Sizes indicated on side and end of nut driver

7 mm Black Nut Driver
Noble Item No: N603X23
Narrow tubular shanks provide access to confined areas. Classic hard handles provide a unique blend of durability, comfort, and easy cleaning.
• Handle easily wipes clean and resists oils and solvents
• Sizes indicated on side and end of nut driver

8 mm Black Nut Driver
Noble Item No: N603X24
Narrow tubular shanks provide access to confined areas. Classic hard handles provide a unique blend of durability, comfort, and easy cleaning.
• Handle easily wipes clean and resists oils and solvents
• Sizes indicated on side and end of nut driver

Set, Screwdriver, Combination, Mini-Tip, Flat Tip, Phillips
Noble Item No: N551R47
Soft Grip, Red color handle. This set is 4 pieces.
• Includes SGD304BR and SGD306BR Flat Tip Drivers
• Includes SGDP300BR and SGDP301BR PHILLIPS Tip Drivers
• 4 pieces in convenient storage tray
SCREWDRIVERS

Set, Screwdriver, TORX, Mini-Tip, Soft Grip, Red

*Noble Item No: N551S79*

Soft Grip, Red color handle. This set is 4 pieces.
- SGDT308BR thru SGDT320BR
- 4 pcs (T8 to T20) in storage tray

Set, Screwdriver, TORX, Instinct Handle, Orange (9pc.)

*Noble Item No: N551S84*

TORX, Instinct handle, this set includes 9 pieces.
- T8, T10, T15 thru T45
- SHDTX38O, SHDTX310O
- SHDTX315O thru SHDTX645O
- T8, T10, T15 to T45 in storage tray

Driver, Long Shank, Standard Handle, 1/4” Female Square Drive in Handle, 10”

*Noble Item No: N554N13*

Dimension A, Shank Dia. inches: 5/16, Dimension B, Shank Length, inches: 6-3/8, Dimension C, Length, inches: 10. For use on most engine and general automotive applications. Provides flexibility for automotive technicians; use as a hand-held driver or attach a 1/4” ratchet for jobs requiring additional torque
- Internal female square drive in handle allows use with various ratchets and handles
- Nickel/chrome plating helps protect against corrosion, promotes easy clean up
- Hard handle provides comfortable yet durable gripping surface
Hammers, Punches, Chisels, Pliers

Super-Duty Air Hammer Set

**Noble Item No: N624D76**

This air hammer has a hardened steel piston and four-position built-in air regulator, so you can vary power in different situations. A dual elastomer cushion absorbs shock and vibration to reduce user fatigue. The phenolic (Kevlar reinforced) cutter disc ensures long life for this essential tool.

- Super-duty Air Hammer
- Chuck Retainer, Quick Change, Universal
- Chisel, Flat, 3/4” Wide, 7”
- Panel Cutter, Double Bladed, 3/4” wide, 6”
- Punch, Tapered, 3/16” Tip, 6-1/2”
- Cutter, Muffler 17/32” Wide, 8”
- Storage Box

Set, Punch, Bronze, 3 pc. (Pin/Drift)

**Noble Item No: N551M23**

Well-made bronze construction, this punch set is a pin/drift set, 3 pieces are included.

- 3 pieces
- C0300 Kit Bag

Punch, Roll Pin, 1/8” Point

**Noble Item No: N552T16**

Edge, inches: 1/8, Length, inches: 4-1/4, Style: Roll Pin Punch. The anvil end on heads on Snap-on punches and chisels are machined to a modified parabolic curve...directs the striking force to the center of the tool head to allow slow metal displacement. The parabolic curve controls mushrooming to reduce chipping and splitting.

- Heads should be re-dressed to their original shape with hand files as necessary
- Tough steel alloy is machined and differentially heat treated for optimum performance
- Head hardness reduction results in slower mushrooming of striking surface
Hammers, Punches, Chisels, Pliers

5-1/2” Flat Chisel

Noble Item No: N603X25

The anvil end on heads of Snap-on® punches and chisels are machined to a modified parabolic curve. This design directs the striking force to the center of the tool to allow slow metal displacement. The parabolic curve controls mushrooming to reduce chipping and splitting.

- Heads should be redressed to their original shape with hand files as necessary
- The tough alloy steel is machined and deferentially heat treated for optimum performance
- The hardness of the striking head is reduced to help toughness and add qualities that result in a slower mushrooming of the striking surface

Long Nose w/Cutter Turn Jaw

Noble Item No: N606Q97

- Rounded jaw edges minimize nicks to wire when making loops or bends
- Jaw tips are perfectly aligned and feature machined teeth for precise gripping strength with positive control
- Longer contoured handle with new joint location provides higher leverage and increased comfort
- Available with pin puller cutter and fastener turning jaw
- Rated to cut .049” diameter music wire
- CE Not Required

Combo Hose Clamp Pliers

Noble Item No: N606V90

- Three position joint gives wider jaw spread
- For 3/4 - 2” diameter clamps
- Radial jaw serrations allow users to grip and adjust hoses

Pliers, High Leverage Combination (7-7/8”)

Noble Item No: N553B00

- Three position joint gives wider jaw spread
- For 3/4 - 2” diameter clamps
- Radial jaw serrations allow users to grip and adjust hoses
HAMMERS, PUNCHES, CHISELS, PLIERS

Ratcheting Hose Clamp Pliers

Noble Item No: N558Z35

Specialty hand tool pliers for clamping hoses

Pliers Set, Retaining Ring, 7 pcs.

Noble Item No: N552V80

ASME/ANSI: B107.500, Retaining Ring Pliers
- Includes SRPC3800, SRPC4700, and SRPC7000
- Straight Tip Pliers, SRPC7045 and SRPC9045A 45
- Angle Tip Pliers, and SRPC7090 and SRPC9090A 90
- Angle Tip Pliers in storage tray

Pliers, Spark Plug Boot

Noble Item No: N550U49

Pliers, Spark Plug Boot, 45˚ offset jaws
- Vinyl coated jaws and handles assure gripping ability
- Use only on automotive type ignition systems.
- 9 1/2” long

Pliers, Hose Pinching, Swivel Jaws

Noble Item No: N562Q52

Eliminates need to drain cooling system when repairing thermostat or water pump. Can also be used to pinch off emission control hoses, flexible brake lines, and rubber hose fuel lines.
- Jaws swivel for positive clamping
**DIE GRINDERS**

**Die Grinder, Air, Mini, Cushion Grip, 1/4” Collet (25,000 RPM)**

*Noble Item No: N560U83*

The grinder has a thermally-balanced air motor and chrome plated steel clamp nuts for improved durability. It features a collet system for better bit retention, minimal run out and a five-vane air motor for increased power. High-quality single-row bearings allow for smooth operation and minimal runout. Rear exhaust outlet keeps debris away from the operator’s face.

- Length: 6.1”
- Weight: 1 lb
- Free Speed: 25,000 RPM
- Rated Power: 0.3 HP

**Die Grinder, Air, Mini, Right Angle, Cushion Grip, 1/4” Collet, 25000 RPM**

*Noble Item No: N549K94*

With a right-angle fit you can get into more places with this mini-grinder. It has a five-vane air motor with a 10-position speed regulator to precisely match the speed to the job. Better bit retention and minimal run-out.

- Length: 5.75”
- Weight: 1.2 lb
- Free Speed: 25,000 RPM
- Rated Power: 0.3 HP

**RATCHETS**

**Ratchet, Air, Mini, Cushion Grip, 1/4” Drive**

*Noble Item No: N553H97*

This air ratchet weighs just 1.4 lb for superior control with less user fatigue. Soft grip handle provides increased comfort, reduced vibration, and insulates against cold. Large selector knob is easy to turn with greasy hands; easy to reverse direction. Zerk fitting in selector knob allows ratchet head to be lubricated for longer tool life.

- Length: 7.8”
- Weight: 1.4 lb
- Free Speed: 225 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 0-35 ft-lb
RATCHETS

Ratchet, Air, Mini, Cushion Grip, 3/8” Drive

**Noble Item No: N554Q63**

This air ratchet weighs 1.4 lb for superior control with less operator fatigue. Soft grip handle with increased comfort and reduced vibration. Hard-coated motor plates help reduce scoring for longer tool life. Large selector knob, easy to turn with greasy hands, and easy to reverse direction.

- Length: 7.8”
- Weight: 1.4 lb
- Free Speed: 225 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 35 ft-lb

3/8” Drive Super-Duty Air Ratchet

**Noble Item No: N624D81**

The Super-Duty Air Ratchet’s 70 ft-lb torque removes stubborn fasteners. It easily withstands 158 ft-lb of manual torque. “Stop lock” pins prevent ratchet pawl lockup. The tip valve style trigger is easy to feather for greater control and the adjustable composite exhaust directs airflow away from work.

- Length: 12.1”
- Weight: 2.9 lb
- Free Speed: 275 RPM
- Maximum Torque: 70 ft-lb

14.4V 3/8” Drive MicroLithium Cordless Ratchet Kit

**Noble Item No: N624D78**

The ratchet is designed with a digital variable-speed trigger for precise control and a reversing knob for easy mechanism direction changes. A built-in brake prevents the tool from throwing sockets and fasteners. A tapered ratchet head provides access into tight spaces and a LED headlight provides light on the work area. Kit includes 2 batteries, charger, and tote bag.

- Length: 12.2”, Weight: 2.5 lb
- Free Speed: 275 RPM
- Torque Output: 40 ft-lb
- Manual Torque: 158 ft-lb
- 14.4 V MicroLithium Battery
- Charge time: 55 minutes
- Maximum Torque: 70 ft-lb
RATCHETS

Ratchet, Air, 1/4” Drive (1-20 ft. lb.)

Noble Item No: N553156

Air Consumption, Free Speed, CFM (SCFM) [L/MIN]: 1.4 (10)[40], Air Inlet Thread Size: 1/4"-18 NPT, Drive Size, inches (mm): 1/4 (6), Overall Length, inches (mm): 8.75 (222), Free Speed, RPM: 230, Length, inches (mm): 8.7 (222), Recommended Air Pressure, psig (kPa): 90 (620)

- 20 ft. lb. maximum torque
- Lightweight aluminum housing
- Rugged ball bearing mounted air motor and precision planetary gear system

Ratchet, Sealed Head, Dual 80 Technology

Noble Item No: N554N14

Stubby Handle with a 3/8” drive, 4 3/16”

- Dimension A, Head Depth, inches: 9/16
- Dimension B, Head
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

Set, Socket, Impact, Shallow, 6 Point (29 pieces) 9/16” to 2-3/8”

Noble Item No: N562D59

- 29 pieces
- 9/16” to 2-3/8”

Set, Socket, Impact, Shallow, Metric, 6 Point (25 pieces) 17 to 50 mm

Noble Item No: N560T83

- 25 pieces
- 17mm to 50mm

Set, Socket, Impact, Deep, 6 Point, (23 pieces) 9/16” to 2”

Noble Item No: N559V65

- 23 pieces
- 9/16” to 2”Maximum Torque: 70 ft-lb

Set, Socket, Impact, Semi-Deep, 6-Point (10 pieces) 5/16” to 7/8”

Noble Item No: N551K93

- IMFS 10A through IMFS28 (10 pcs.) (5/16” to 7/8”)
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

Set, Socket, Metric, Impact, Semi-Deep, 6-Point (12 pieces), 8 to 19 mm

Noble Item No: N551W57

- 8 to 19 mm, IMFMS8A thru IMFMS19 (12 pcs) (8 to 19mm)

Set, Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, 6-Point (14 pieces) 8 to 24 mm

Noble Item No: N551W52

- 8 to 24 mm, IMFM8A thru IMFM19 plus IMFM21 and IMFM24 (14 pcs) (8 to 24mm)

Set, Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 6-Point (14 pieces) 8 to 24 mm

Noble Item No: N551W72

- 8 to 24 mm, SIMFM8A thru SIMFM19 plus SIMFM21 and SIMFM24 (14 pcs) (8 to 24mm)

Set, Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 6-Point (15 pieces) 10 to 24 mm

Noble Item No: N551W71

- SIMM100A thru SIMM240 (15 pcs) (10 to 24mm)

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 13 mm, 6-Point

Noble Item No: N551U96

- Dimension A, Socket End Dia. , mm: 19.6
- Dimension B, Drive End Dia. , mm: 19.6
- Dimension C, Bolt Clearance Depth, mm: 38.1
- Dimension D, Length, mm: 54.0
- Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 10.4
- Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 13, Style: 6-Point
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

Socket, Oil Pressure Sender Switch

**Noble Item No: N603X16**

Use for 1986 and earlier Ford®, GM® and Chrysler® vehicles

- 1-1/16” special wrench configuration
- 2-1/16” long
- OEM
- 1986 and earlier Ford, GM, and Chrysler vehicles


**Noble Item No: N603X27**

3/8” Drive SAE 6-Point 3/8” Flank Drive Shallow Swivel Impact Socket

**Noble Item No: N603X20**

Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, Swivel, 11 mm, 6-point

**Noble Item No: N556W26**

Dimension A, Socket End Dia., mm: 16.7, Dimension B, Drive End Dia., mm: 22.2, Dimension D, Length, mm: 52.1, Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 7.1, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 11, Style: 6-Point,

- Laser welded pivot pin, means smooth, full 30 degree uninterrupted swivel action, which allows efficient power transfer prolonging the life of the socket.
- Flank drive Wrenching system: The sockets deliver 15 to 20% more turning power, which requires less use and abuse of your power tool and sockets
- 30 degree uninterrupted swivel action, means greater accessibility in tight quarters, which allows easier and faster removal of stubborn fasteners thus saving you time
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, Swivel, 15 mm, 6-Point

Noble Item No: N562P55

Dimension A, Socket End Dia., mm: 16.7, Dimension B, Drive End Dia., mm: 22.2,
Dimension D, Length, mm: 52.1, Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 7.1, Finish:
Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 11, Style: 6-Point

• Laser welded pivot pin, means smooth, full 30 degree uninterrupted swivel action, which allows efficient power transfer prolonging the life of the socket.
• Flank drive Wrenching system: The sockets deliver 15 to 20% more turning power, which requires less use and abuse of your power tool and sockets
• 30 degree uninterrupted swivel action, means greater accessibility in tight quarters, which allows easier and faster removal of stubborn fasteners thus saving you time

Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, 19 mm, 6-Point

Noble Item No: N550O06

Dimension A, Socket End Dia, mm: 26.7, Dimension B, Drive End Dia, mm: 26.7,
Dimension C, Bolt Clearance Depth, mm: 15.6, Dimension D, Length, mm: 30.6,
Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 11.7, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 19, Style:
6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, 8 mm, 6-Point

Noble Item No: N562O27

Dimension A, Socket End Dia, mm: 12.8, Dimension B, Drive End Dia, mm: 17.2,
Dimension C, Bolt Clearance Depth, mm: 11.1, Dimension D, Length, mm: 23.0,
Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 6.4, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 8, Style:
6-Point

Williams 3/8” Drive Deep Impact Socket 6-Point 5/16”

Noble Item No: N603X28

SUPERTORQUE® lobular openings for greater turning power without deforming the fastener. Designed for maximum engagement on 6-point fasteners.

• Suitable for use with pneumatic and electric impact wrenches
• Specially heat treated for impact use to provide long life, safety, and durability
• Square drive tools and accessories - Square drive tools are designed and manufactured with spring loaded lock buttons
• The lock button engages with side lock holes drilled in sockets, extensions, and adapter sensing positive retention
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 24 mm, 6-Point**

*Noble Item No: N562Q27*

Dimension A, Socket End Dia., mm: 33.0, Dimension B, Drive End Dia., mm: 33.0, Dimension C, Bolt Clearance Depth, mm: 58.2, Dimension D, Length, mm: 73.0, Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 14.7, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 24, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 19mm, 6-Point**

*Noble Item No: N559O44*

Dimension, mm A: 32.4, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 51.8, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 14.2, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 19, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 21mm, 6-Point**

*Noble Item No: N560X93*

Dimension, mm A: 34.2, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 37.4, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 14.2, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 21, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 22mm, 6-Point**

*Noble Item No: N556R02*

Dimension, mm A: 35.8, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 37.4, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 14.2, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 22, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 23mm, 6 Point**

*Noble Item No: N559A36*

Dimension, mm A: 35.8, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 37.2, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 16.3, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 23, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 24mm, 6 Point**

*Noble Item No: N554Y64*

Dimension, mm A: 37.7, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 37.0, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 16.5, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 24, Style: 6-Point

**Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 26mm, 6 Point**

*Noble Item No: N559R04*

Dimension, mm A: 39.6, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 36.7, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 16.3, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 26, 6-Point
Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 27mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N554R12

Dimension, mm A: 42.8, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 38.4, Dimension, mm D: 76.2, Dimension, mm E: 19.1, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 27, Style: 6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 30mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N552G33

Dimension, mm A: 46.8, Dimension, mm B: 41.1, Dimension, mm C: 58.2, Dimension, mm D: 82.6, Dimension, mm E: 18.5, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 30, Style: 6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 32mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N552G18

Dimension, mm A: 50.8, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 58.9, Dimension, mm D: 82.6, Dimension, mm E: 19.1, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 32, Style: 6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 33mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N552G16

Dimension, mm A: 52.4, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 57.4, Dimension, mm D: 82.6, Dimension, mm E: 22.4, Finish: Industrial Finish, Length: 82.6 mm, Size, mm: 33, Square Drive, inches: 3/4, Style: 6-Point, Wrench Size: 33mm hex, Industrial finish. Use with IM182P Steel Locking Pin and IM182R Rubber Locking Ring or use with IMR2 Socket Retainer.

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 35mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N552G11

Dimension, mm A: 52.7, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 57.2, Dimension, mm D: 82.6, Dimension, mm E: 21.6, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 35, Style: 6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 36mm, 6 Point

Noble Item No: N552G09

Dimension, mm A: 54.0, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 62.5, Dimension, mm D: 88.9, Dimension, mm E: 22.9, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 36, Style: 6-Point
SOCKETS, SETS & ACCESSORIES

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 38mm, 6 Point

**Noble Item No: N552G08**

Dimension, mm A: 57.2, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 65.3, Dimension, mm D: 88.9, Dimension, mm E: 23.8, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 38, Style: 6-Point

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 41mm, 6 Point

**Noble Item No: N552G06**

Dimension, mm A: 55.1, Dimension, mm B: 44.5, Dimension, mm C: 74.9, Dimension, mm D: 100.1, Dimension, mm E: 26.7, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 41, Style: 6-Point, Applications include usage on Stud piloted, Budd style wheels.

Socket, Metric, Impact, Deep, 46mm, 6 Point

**Noble Item No: N607B91**

Extension Adaptor, Impact, Locking, 33”

**Noble Item No: N554H06**

Dimension A, External Sq. Dr., inches: 3/8 (locking), Dimension B, Internal Sq. Dr., inches: 1/2, Dimension C, Shaft Dia, inches: 0.645, Dimension D, Length, inches (mm): 33 (838.2), Finish: Industrial Finish, Quick release locking sleeve at the 3/8” drive end provides a secure connection plus easy socket removal

Extension, Impact, Snap Ring, 11”

**Noble Item No: N553Z01**

Dimension A, Shank Dia., inches: 1/2, Dimension B, Length, inches: 11, Finish: Industrial Finish, Retention Type: Snap Ring
DRILLS

Drill, Air, Heavy-Duty, 3/8” Capacity
Noble Item No: N562Q27
This heavy duty air powered drill has a top-mounted forward/reverse switch for one-handed operation. It's five-vane air motor provides more drilling power to get the job done faster. Variable speed trigger for more precise control. Internal ball bearings mean smooth operation.
• Length: 7”
• Weight: 2.5 lb
• Free Speed: 2,500 RPM
• Rated Power: 0.45 HP
• Torque Range: 0-50 in-lb

Hammer Drill Kit, Cordless, 18V MonsterLithium™, Slide-on Battery, 1/2” Capacity
Noble Item No: N606R03
This drill features heavy-duty gearing designed for metal drilling. The cushion grip absorbs vibration and reduces user fatigue, and the variable-speed switch maximizes performance and control. It also has a 22-position clutch with 2-speed gearbox, for torque control, and a super bright 1-2att LED headlight. Kit includes 2 battery packs, charger, and tote bag.
• Length: 9.75”
• Weight: 5.2 lb
• Gear Box: 2-speed
• RPM high/low: 0-1,800 / 0-500

Drill, Air, Reversible, Heavy Duty, 1/2” Capacity (0-300 lb)
Noble Item No: N558R41
This drill has a side handle grip for added control in high-torque drilling applications, and a five-vane air motor to deliver high torque power.
• Length: 8.7”
• Weight: 3 lbs
• Free Speed: 450 RPM
• Rated Power: 0.45 HP
• Torque Range: 0-300 in-lb
DRILLS

14.4V 3/8” MicroLithium Cordless Drill Kit

Noble Item No: N624D80

This small sized drill is perfect for reaching tight spots: under dash, firewall, etc. It has a cushion grip handle, and non-slip grip comfort. The 9-position clutch delivers 8-50 in-lb of torque and the variable speed switch offers good featherability at low speed for driving screws with control. Kit includes tool, two batteries, charger, and tote bag.

- Height: 7.8”
- Length: 7.5”
- Weight: 2.4 lb
- Gear box: 2-speed
- RPM: 0-400 low, 0-1,400 high
- Torque output: 140 in-lb
- 14.4V MicroLithium Battery with 55 minute charge time

Battery, Slide-on, Lithium Ion, 18V, 4.0 Ah

Noble Item No: N606R97

A high capacity lithium battery (72 Wh), this slide-on battery is 18V. 33% more run time than the CTB7183 3.0 Ah battery. No self-discharge. Four LED fuel gauge indicates battery and charger condition. Operates on current CTC720 and CTC728 chargers. No memory effect. Fast 55-minute charge time. Glass-filled nylon housing for durability.

- Weight: 1.7 lbs
- Earth-friendly
- 18V high-capacity lithium

14.4V-18V Multi-Bay Charger

Noble Item No: N624D82

A low-profile multi-bay charger for high current charging (5.8A), charges 3 batteries at a time. Charges 18V MonsterLithium and 14.4V MicroLithium batteries generic to the Snap-on® tools listed above.

- Height: 4”
- Length and width: 12.5”x8”
- Weight: 4 lb
- 1 A USB charger
- 500 W output
- Two-year warranty
Jump Pack, 12-24 Volt, Snap-on

**Noble Item No: N554Z65**

This charger is 3 Amp and 110 VAC. Heavy duty starting assistance for heavy duty vehicles. Powerful 4500 Peak, 500 Cranking Amps and 415 Cold Cranking Amps from twin high output AGM batteries. Smart multi-function digital display indicates internal battery percent of charge and voltage, plus vehicle battery voltage. Safe reverse connection audio warning will sound if clamps are connected in reverse. On/off power switch disconnects clamps from the internal battery to help prevent accidental sparking. Tough, long 2-gauge long-reach 60” cables for connection to hard-to-reach batteries and a corrosion proof case.

- Height: 4”
- 12-24 Volts, 3 Amp 100 VAC
- Peak Amps: 4,500
- Weight: 44 lbs
- Vent/Cooling Fan, On/Off Switch, Reverse Polarity Audible Warning

Vise, Pipe and Bench, 5”

**Noble Item No: N550D05**

Large anvil, totally enclosed spindle and nut. 60,000 PSI high ductile iron main stress parts. Replaceable steel vise jaw inserts and milled steel pipe jaws. Alloy steel slide bar.

- Pipe Capacity, inches: 1/8 to 4 1/2
- Jaw Width, inches: 5
- Maximum Opening, inches: 7
- Throat Depth, inches: 5 5/16

Set, Puller, Master Interchangeable

**Noble Item No: N551J87**


- Weight: 138 lbs
OTHER HAND/POWER TOOLS and SETS

Tool, Tire Pressure Sensor System

**Noble Item No: N559P21**

A must-have tool for auto repair shops, tire stores, body shops, oil change quick lube and fleets such as rental car repair shops. Tests TPM sensors and relearns TPM systems. Comprehensive Domestic, European and Asian coverage. Model-specific sensor testing and verification, this unit displays sensor information on screen. Step-by-step relearn procedures built into the tool; no need to consult repair manual or software

- Reprogram sensor ID into ECU with included OBDII connector for Asian vehicles
- Built in Lithium Ion rechargeable battery
- Frequency signal detection provides interference check between RF signals and ECU
- Updateable via USB and PC?Diagnoses and tests OE TPM Sensors
- Includes OBDII connector, OBDII cable, USB cable, Magnet and docking/charging cradle

Rivet Gun Kit - 4x Gun

**Noble Item No: N557D76**

- Essentials for straight and offset riveting
- Four commonly used bucking bars, eight cupped sets for 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 and 3/16”
- AN470 universal head rivets, three flush sets for AN426 rivets, two retainer springs, air regulator and durable case

Gun, Soldering, 150/400 Watts

**Noble Item No: N553K46**

Use in industry, repair shops and maintenance departments. Features a dual heat element that provides instant heat and maintains tip temperature at 1000 °F or more for continuous work. Lightweight and balanced for less hand fatigue; no heavy transformer to move around. Built-in worklight illuminates work area. Tip and elements plug in and are easily replaced. Integral tool stand.

- 56” cord length
- UL Listed
- Includes storage case. 120V, 60 Hz
**OTHER HAND/POWER TOOLS and SETS**

**Gun, Grease, Pistol Grip, 14 oz Capacity, 13-1/4” Nozzle**

*Noble Item No: N553O50*

This grease gun has a pistol grip and a 14-oz. capacity. The nozzle is 13-1/4” and it can handle a PSI of 5,000. The grease gun is steel with zinc plating, and has an inner-spring chamber that can be either cartridge or bulk loaded.

- 14 oz. capacity
- 13-1/4” nozzle
- PSI: 5,000
- Rigid extension: 3-1/2

**Cut Off Tool, Air, 1 HP, 4”**

*Noble Item No: N557G98*

4” cutter wheels (AT154RWHLMP, optional); air consumption, free speed. Use for cutting exhaust pipes and hangers, body panels, hoses, and U-bolts.

- Air inlet thread size: 1/4”-18 NPT
- RPM: 12,00
- Rated Power 1.0 HP
- Recommended air pressure 90 psig
- Recommended hose size: 3/8”

**Set, General Service, Fractional/Metric, 6-point, 44 Tools**

*Noble Item No: N553B93*

Set contains 44 tools, including storage box.

- Includes 40 SAE/metric shallow and deep sockets
- 2” extension and 6” extension included
- Universal joint and T72 ratchet in a blow-mold plastic storage case

**Set, Puller, Bolt Grip, 1-1/4” to 3-13/16”**

*Noble Item No: N551Q91*

(includes storage case), Services steering wheels, flywheels, pulleys, and gears with tapped holes. Includes a four-position two and three-way yoke, three different pressure screw tips, and an assortment of fractional and metric bolts

- Approximate spread to bolt is 1 1/4” to 3 13/16”. Includes PB54B storage case
OTHER HAND/POWER TOOLS and SETS

Scissor Disc Brake Pad Spreader

Noble Item No: N60SY91

- Auto spec; repair kit for FXKL Series extensions

Industrial Hand Rivet Tool

Noble Item No: N603X19

Forged Cr-Mo steel alloy upper handle. Handle strength alloy body with steel insert design and anti-wearing design. Special shock absorber on alloy body.

- Auto-ejection design for quickly replacing the inside worn parts, such as jaws, by removing retaining screw
- Extra-long handles 10-1/4” (260 mm) for better leverage to save hand force
- Sets 3/32, 1/8, 5/32, and 3/16 rivets
- Four interchangeable nose-pieces for setting multiple rivet sizes.

Remover, Steering Wheel Lock Plate

Noble Item No: N552Y39

Designed for airbag-equipped Saginaw steering columns found on GM, Chrysler LH Series (LHS, Intrepid, Concorde, and Eagle Vision), some Toyota, and Saab.

- Includes two pressure screws: one has 9/16”-18 threads, the other has M14-1.5 threads
- The puller is zinc plated
- Overall length is 4-7/8”

Set, Pick, Extra Long, 6 pcs.

Noble Item No: N551N44

- Includes PSLR4-1 thru PSLR4-6 (6 pcs.) in a compact vinyl storage package.

SHOP ESSENTIALS

Battery Charger Plus

Noble Item No: N603S51

Exclusive flash reprogram power supply maintains consistent OEM specified voltage up to 100 Amps for 3 minutes. It performs a unique charge cycle for each lead acid battery type: standard, AGM, GEL, or deep cycle. Automatic microprocessor-controlled operation selects algorithm to optimize the cycle without overcharging.

Charge 6, 12, and 24V batteries with a 4 Amp maintain rate, a 15 Amp fast rate, or a 60 Amp boost mode.
**SHOP ESSENTIALS**

- At 12V setting, 300 Amp engine start with 20-sec crank time
- 10” foam-filled tires with C-CLIP retention ride on solid steel axle
- Im maintain and fast rate, unit displays vehicle battery voltage, % of charge and alternator % of performance
- Torque Range: 0-50 in-lb

**Digital Timing Light**

*Noble Item No: N603X18*

- Multi-function timing light works on all distributor less and conventional ignition systems. Patented skip circuitry tests tachometer readings up to 9,900 RPM. View, set and adjust ignition advance and retard: 0.

**Timing Light, Digital Tach/Advance**

*Noble Item No: N550Z00*

This light works on DIS, conventional and most aftermarket ignition systems without solid core wires. Measure Engine RPM and Ignition Advance, and also measure dwell on older points-type Ignition Systems. Provides a quick visual indication of the current state of the battery and kW Readings 1-12 Cylinders.

- Large blue backlit LED screen
- Heavy Duty Test Leads
- Hard case included

**Extractor Set, Left Hand, 10 pcs.**

*Noble Item No: N553N84*

- Includes five left-hand, mechanic’s length cobalt drill bits
- Includes five spiral flute screw extractors in metal index
- Carrying case included

**Stethoscope, Mechanics’**

*Noble Item No: N550J34*

Listen to sounds within systems to help you diagnose problems.

- Length: 9.75”
- Weight: 5.2 lb
- Gear Box: 2-speed
- RPM high/low: 0-1,800 / 0-500
SHOP ESSENTIALS

**Tester, Ignition, for HEI Systems**

*Noble Item No: N550Z29*

- Check for spark without removing spark plug from engine.
- Testers attach to spark plug lead and spring clip attaches to appropriate ground.

**Set, Master Disconnect, AC/Fuel Lines**

*Noble Item No: N552W18*

A complete set of disconnect tools for spring lock and quick disconnect couplings used on air conditioning and fuel lines on Ford, GM and Chrysler vehicles.

- Includes a set of six standard disconnect tools (5/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” and 7/8”)
- SPECIALIZED GM APPLICATIONS: Includes tools for use on GM 3/8” flex fuel capable fuel filter removal plus 5/16” and 3/8” GM fuel modules.
- SPECIALIZED FORD APPLICATIONS: Includes tools for use on 3/8” and 1/2” Ford transmission and cooler lines with stepped line plus 5/16” x 3/8” scissor disconnect and Ford coupler disconnect tools.

**Switch, Remote Start, Red Handle**

*Noble Item No: N555Z84*

Cord Length, feet: 5 ft. overall Length: 5 ft. , 5 in. (1.65m). Voltage: 6V, 12V and 24V, Weight: 0.82 lbs. (0.37 kg), Terminal Clip: Copper, Boot Material: Flexible Composite, Cord Color: Black, Cord Material: EDPM, Wire Gauge: 12, Outside Wire Diameter: 0.2 in. (5mm), Switch Amps: 40A @ 6 and 12V; 20A @ 24V,

- Five-foot leads allow safer engine cranking while beneath or beside the vehicle so hands are away from belts and moving parts
- Switch housing prevents dirt and moisture from effecting the switch.
- Heavy-duty contacts reduce arcing
- Safety shield helps prevent accidental activation
- Switch rated at 40A at 12V or 20A at 24V
SHOP ESSENTIALS

3-Ton Floor Jack

Noble Item No: N603W45

Low height of 3-7/8" makes it easy to fit this jack under a variety of vehicles. Max lifting height of 23.4", the lift arm is contoured to allow clearance with vehicle's rocker panel. Premium U-cup seals on pumps and ram pistons for long life. Powder coated finish for durability.

- Special high-performance hydraulic oil for extreme temperatures and reduced wear
- Internal filtration with magnet in pump reservoir to maintain pump cleanliness
- Meets ASME PASE - 2014
- Weight: 113 lbs

Jack, Hydraulic Service, 4-Ton (24” max. lift)

Noble Item No: N552T56

Handle-actuated release valve provides precise metered control of lowering speeds. Wide stance, and low center of gravity provide optimum stability under load stress. Heavy gauge, steel frame helps prevent distortion or twisting.

- Chassis Height: 7-1/2"
- Capacity: 4 tons
- Frame Length: 53-1/8", Handle Length: 42-1/8"
- Low Height: 5", Max Lift Height: 24"
- Net weight: 164 lbs
- Saddle diameter: 5-1/2"
- 1-year Warranty

Utility Stand, 3/4-Ton Capacity

Noble Item No: N549Q79

Slim design maximizes work spaces and storage. Acme screw allows for precise height adjustment.

- Base Size, inches: 12 (diameter)
- Cap Size, inches: 5 5/16 x 2 7/16
- Capacity, tons: 3/4
- Height Intervals, inches: 26 3/4, Low Height, inches: 53 1/4
- Maximum Height, inches: 80; Weight: 36.17 lbs
SHOP ESSENTIALS

Stand, Fuel Tank

Noble Item No: N551H45

Allow you to easily service fuel tank, fuel pumps and other components. Handles fuel tanks up to 40 gallons (empty). Includes anchoring straps and grounding wire.

- Use with YA714C Transmission Jack
- Measures 9 1/4” (H) x 32” (L) x 15 3/8” (W)
- Base Size, inches: 12 (diameter)
- Weight: 46 lbs

Pump, Grease, Air (with foot pedal) 120-lb Containers

Noble Item No: N552O31

Uses 120-lb container size and handles all grades of lubricant and features an internal muffler for quiet operation and a preliminated air motor requiring no external oiler. Exclusive microlapped hardened steel air valve and seat to assure a long and productive service life, no packings to wear out.

- Shovel-type foot valve adds mechanical priming to normal suction
- Casters offer unit mobility
- Use with YA714C Transmission Jack
- Weight: 37.6 lbs
- Barrel not included

Crane, 2-Ton Engine

Noble Item No: N559S40

Heavy-duty welded construction with rugged reinforced tubular steel. Metered control release valve for lowering boom at precisely controlled rate of speed. Special 8-ton hydraulic long ram is equipped with a patented built-in by-pass mechanism. Four boom positions, from 31-1/8” to 43”.

- Heavy duty welded construction and metered, control release valve
- 8-ton hydraulic long ram with 4 boom positions

Engine Hoist, 500 lb Capacity

Noble Item No: N557T80

This robust engine hoist has a 500-lb capacity. It is a lightweight, portable unit that features an adjustable bar that fits between fenders from 46” to 61-1/2”. Suitable for all 4-cylinder 4WD transmission removals, changing timing belts, water pumps and oil filters. Head adjusts 15˚ in either direction. For both front wheel or rear wheel drive vehicles.
SHOP ESSENTIALS

- 500-lb capacity
- Portable
- Features an adjustable bar
- Weight: 32.8 lb

Jack Stands (2), 3-Ton Capacity per pair

Noble Item No: N552U04

Jack stands are a must in every well-equipped shop.
- Capacity, tons: 3 (per pair)
- Low Height, inches: 11-1/2”
- Maximum Height, inches: 17”

Jack Stands (2), 6-Ton Capacity per pair

Noble Item No: N552U03

Jack stands are a must in every well-equipped shop.
- Capacity, tons: 6 (per pair)
- Low Height, inches: 15-3/8”
- Maximum Height, inches: 24-1/4”

14.4V MicroLithium Cordless 60 LED Utility Light

Noble Item No: N624D84

This utility light produces a 540 lumens, ultra bright light output. It features a 4-hour run time and red LED ten-minute low battery warning indicator, high-impact plastic light tube and housing, and includes a hook with pad for hanging.
- 23-11/16” x 54-3/4”
- Top is 1-3/4” thick
- Fits KRA2411 Roll Cab

Smart Smoke Machine, Portable

Noble Item No: N603W42

Eight of the top ten emission DTC codes can be diagnosed with Smart Smoke® technology. Computerized with a digital readout displays leak sizes down to 0.001 LPM and pressure/vacuum in H2O. Self-calibrating, one-touch EVAP testing with automatic pass or fail. Low flow mode makes it easier to find leaks. Functions with OEM specified nitrogen, portable CO2 bottle, or shop air. Pinpoint leaks with OEM approved smoke technology.
- Safe and doesn’t produce unpleasant odor in the shop
- Lightweight and compact
- Stores in large bottom roll cab drawer
SHOP ESSENTIALS

Adaptor, Fuel Tank Filler Neck, Universal

Noble Item No: N553M01

Quickly pops-on virtually any filler neck. One size fits all (new model vehicles may be subject to change). Saves money because costly replacement seals are no longer needed. Use with Snap-on EELD302B or Blue-Point EELD100 smoke machine or other leak-detection device.

• 5-year warranty
• Fits virtually all filler necks
• No more costly replacement seals

Set, Master, Ball Joint/Universal Joint Press, 22 pc.

Noble Item No: N552T30

There are 22 pieces in this Master Ball Joint/Universal Joint Press Set. The set covers 95% of current domestic SUV's, light trucks and passenger cars. Applications on Ford (43 models), GM (53 models), Dodge/Daimler-Chrysler (54 models) and Jeep (16 models). Installs and removes ball joints with pre-fitted straight grease fittings. Press frame features large throat for increased ball joint applications and vise mount capability for U-joint applications.

• Locking cup design holds cup in place
• Large, coarse thread pressure screw for extra strength and maximum force
• Grease zerk fitting for smooth screw action
• Adaptor hardness of 42-46Rc. Includes full ball joint/universal joint application chart and storage/carrying case
• Additional brake pin remover applications with the BJP1F, BJP1-1, BJP1-2, BJP1-3, BJP1-17, ME7A207 thru ME7A209 and ME9A34 set components. See attached PDF for full application listing
SHOP ESSENTIALS

**Fluid, Leak Detector, 16 oz. Bottle**

**Noble Item No: N554Q42**

16 oz. bottle of leak testing fluid for the GDCT16 Combustion Leak Tester

---

**Tester, Cylinder Leakage**

**Noble Item No: N559K56**

- Input pressure gauge displays input air pressure for proper cylinder leakage test setup and accurate results
- Pressure gauge range is 0–100 PSI (0–700 kPa) in 2 PSI (20 kPa) increments
- Cylinder leakage gauge displays leakage as a percentage of input pressure with three distinctive zones of high, moderate and low

---

**Rivet Shaver Kit**

**Noble Item No: N562H17**

- Rivet shaver comes with a variety of fittings; aircraft rivets specialty.
- Carrying case included
- Weight: 5.4 lbs
**SHOP ESSENTIALS**

---

**Set, Automotive Compression Gauge**

*Noble Item No: N603W46*

Test cards and trucks with hard-to-access spark plug ports. Gauge assembly includes 2-3/4" diameter gauge and 27” flexible hose with a quick coupler.

- Includes EEPV5G12L, EEPVG14L and EEPVG14S
- Weight: 5 lbs

---

**Set, Vacuum Pressure Gauge**

*Noble Item No: N560W32*

Use for almost all basic vacuum pressure testing needs in the shop. Perform engine vacuum tests on gasoline engines as well as exhaust back pressure tests. Test vacuum accessories and emission control devices.

- Multicolor gauge face
- Scales of inch, Hg, psi, negative kPa and positive kPa

---

**Vacuum/Filler, Cooling System**

*Noble Item No: N550A48*

Easily eliminate cooling system air locks that can cause overheating. Vacuum test checks for system leaks prior to filling. Push-button vacuum valve for easy operation. Fills system quickly, eliminates spillage and time-consuming system burping.

- Requires 90 PSI air supply
- Includes venturi assembly, gauge, and gauge protector
- Includes refill hose assembly and adaptors for most applications
- Includes universal fit cone adaptor in storage case
- Weight: 5.3 lbs

---

**Welder, Wire Feed, MIG, 200 amp**

*Noble Item No: N603W43*

Snap-on MIG Welders have higher-duty cycles at maximum amperage, providing added weld times and performance that surpasses the competition. Exact voltage settings for precise heat control and ease of use. Ability to add a SpoolGun for aluminum welding or TIG Accessory Pack for ferrous metals.

- Includes voltmeter to indicate OC V or arc voltage
- Wire feed assembly is constructed of precision-machined cast aluminum and features all-metal gearing and 800 inch/minute delivery for consistent wire speeds
- Capacitor bank and diode set delivers consistent voltage and industry-leading smooth-arc characteristics
SHOP ESSENTIALS

- Weight: 195 lbs

**Gun, Spool (for MM140SL/MM250SL/MM350XL)**

*Noble Item No: N553K45*

- 1 lb spool gun for MIG welding aluminum.
- Use with MM140SL, MM250SL, and MM350XL

**Amp Clamp**

*Noble Item No: N558S76*

- AMP CLAMP, Shop Equipment, Battery, Complete tester D-TAC

**Torch, MIG, Flexible Neck**

*Noble Item No: N555W08*

Flexible Neck Torch allows welding of exhaust pipes without loosening the exhaust hangers. The torch can be placed in an infinite number of positions; consumables are interchangeable with standard Snap-on MIG torches.

- Includes torch, cable and CKSM3T3010 (.030") contact tips (3 each)
- For use ONLY with the following Snap-on Welders: MM140SL, MM250SL, MM350XL, MIG140, MIG220, YA212AIND, FM140A
- Torch length: 10 ft. (3 m)
- Torch neck movement: Exceeds 90
- Steel welding wire: 0.030 in. (0.76 mm) se with MM140SL, MM250SL, and MM350XL

**Diagnostic Tester and Charger, Battery System, D-TAC™ Elite**

*Noble Item No: N554D38*

D-TAC Elite is a diagnostic charger, battery, starting and charging system analyzer, engine starter, DMM, cable voltage drop tester, with flash reprogram mode and much more. It features an integrated printer and cart, and the MircoVAT™ Elite (top analyzer) can be removed from the charger and used to diagnose other vehicles while the charger continues to diagnose and charge the original battery.

- Dimensions, inches (mm): 14"H x 19"D x 12"W (355.6 x 482.6 x 304.8) without cart, 50"H x 19"D x 12"W (1270x x 482.6 x 304.8) with cart
- Power Requirements: 120 VAC, 60 Hz
- Weight, lbs. (kg): 50 (22.7) without cart, 80 (36.3) with cart
- Printer Paper Roll
- Soft Carry Case High-capacity microSD™ card contains diagnostic software and stores your data files
Jump-N-Carry 12 and 24V

Noble Item No: N603W44

3400 peak amps of starting power in 12 volt mode and 1700 peak amps of starting power in 24 volt mode. Built-in automatic charger can provide up to 24-Hour/365-Day continuous charging to ensure it is always ready to meet your needs.

- 3400 Peak Amps - 12 V 850 Cranking Amps - 12 V 1700 Peak Amps - 24 V 425 Cranking Amps
- 24 V Clore PROFORMER battery technology
- 46” #2 AWG welding cable leads
- Industrial-grade Hot Jaw clamps
- Built-in automatic charger Voltmeter provides charge status of onboard battery
- 12 V DC outlet to power accessories and a 1-year limited warranty

Kit, Radiator Neck Adaptor, 4 pcs.

Noble Item No: N559W92

- Radiator neck fitting adaptor kit for RADKITPLUSA
- Includes four adaptors in sizes .54”, 1.36”, 1.57” and 1.86”

Tester, Pressure, Cooling System, Air Powered

Noble Item No: N558Y24

Air powered upgrade to the highly successful SVTS262 Hand Pump cooling system tester. Uses pressure-regulated shop air to pressure test cooling systems for leaks. Sensitive pressure regulation allows safe testing of small systems. Sufficient capacity to fill large systems in seconds. Composed of rugged, tested components for maximum durability. Stainless steel and chrome plated components ensure a lasting finish. Compatible with most commonly used cooling system adapters.

- Safety spring release cap assembly limits pressure to no more than 32 psi
- Convenient swivel hook allows unit to be hung from under vehicle hood
- Includes three of the most common cooling system adaptors: TAB10036, SVT262-28A, and TA38C
SHOP ESSENTIALS

Tester, Cooling System

**Noble Item No: N606Z17**

New pump will achieve higher pressures needed for new vehicles. Design reduces physical effort by nearly one-half, and includes the four most commonly required adaptors. Safe pressure relief system protects technician from exposure to coolant. Hand operated/low effort/high pressure pump.

- Easy to identify adapters, which are shaped like the vehicle and ‘s system caps
- Pump can produce up to 30 psi to pressure test cooling system of cars and light trucks and even heavy duty trucks with included adaptors
- Set can test 90%+ of the vehicles in the field
- Set can pressure test most US or Asian made vehicles. Add additional adaptors required to test European made vehicles

Kit, Conversion (for DC TIG Welding)

**Noble Item No: N553W52**

- Includes 15’ cable to allow MIG220, FM140A and YA2112AIND to perform DC TIG welding
- Weight: 9.8 lbs

TOOL STORAGE UNITS

Roll Cart, 3 Drawers, Gloss Black

**Noble Item No: N560Q04**

This cart is factory assembled, with a welded tray and leg assembly, three 4” locking drawers, a large top compartment and factory-installed 5x2” swivel casters. It features an entirely welded body and legs for super strength versus bolt together units.

- 43-5/16”H x 32-9/16”W x 20-1/2” D
- Casters: 5” x 2”
- Load Capacity: 600 lbs
- Net weight: 157 lb.
- Made in the USA
TOOL STORAGE UNITS

**Top, Hardwood 27-5/8” x 53-11/16”**

Noble Item No: N551E93

Northern hard maple butcher block tops allow roll cabs to double as full-length workbenches.
- Top is 1-3/4” thick
- Fits KRL1022 / KRL7022 Roll Cabs

**Top, Hardwood 22-9/16” x 35-1/8”**

Noble Item No: N551F28

Northern hard maple butcher block tops allow roll cabs to double as full-length workbenches.
- Top is 1-3/4” thick
- Fits KRL756 Roll Cab

**Top, Hardwood 23-11/16” x 54-3/4”**

Noble Item No: N551F25

Northern hard maple butcher block tops allow roll cabs to double as full-length workbenches.
- Top is 1-3/4” thick
- Fits KRA2411 Roll Cab

**Top, Hardwood 23-11/16” x 73-3/8”**

Noble Item No: N551F24

Northern hard maple butcher block tops allow roll cabs to double as full-length workbenches.
- Top is 1-3/4” thick
- Fits KRA2418 / KRA2431 / KRA2496 Roll Cabs

**Workbench, Heavy Duty, Blue-Point**

Noble Item No: N550F67

Features a full bottom shelf and superior powder coat finish.
- Dimensions - 60.08” x 30.73” x 34.08”
- Net Weight - 138.9 lbs. (63.06 kg)
- Weight Capacity - 1,200 lbs.
- Top panel: 2.0mm thickness, Bottom shelf: 2.0mm thickness
- Steel support: 2.5mm thickness
**Digital Testing & Diagnostics**

**Tester, Battery & Electrical System, Enhanced**

*Noble Item No: N606U35*

Test autos, trucks, motorcycles, ATVs and more! Menu and test results show on a back-lit screen. Select from 8 languages for on-screen commands. Comfortable horizontal handheld, soft grips, and easy to access buttons.

- Reverse polarity protection
- Displays percent of cold cranking amps
- Test 6V, 8V, and 12V batteries
- Test batteries rated 100 - 1700 CCA
- Test standard, AGM, GEL and EFB batteries
- Ratings CCA, CA, SAE, EN, IEC, DIN, and JIS
- Detects discharged battery down to 1V
- Interactive started and alternator routine
- S and A decision from tester
- Power from vehicle or internal 9V battery

**Verus® Edge, Diagnostic & Information System**

*Noble Item No: N624D70*

More vehicle coverage, expert tips and industry knowledge than any other diagnostic platform on the market. VERUS® Edge offers the flexibility of keyless, wireless scanning and Wi-Fi, to stay connected and work from anywhere in the service bay. It features a thin and light tablet-style design, with a 1280x800 high-res display and capacitive touch screen. The data manager can store thousands of vehicle records, customer data, vehicle IDs, fault codes, repair notes and diagnostic results.

- OEM TSBs - the latest information and technical bulletins, straight from the manufacturer
- Fast, easy access to expert information using SureTrack®, Fast-Track® Guided Component Tests, Troubleshooter, plus the optional ShopKey® Pro (SureTrack requires Wi-Fi access and current software upgrade)
- Boots from cold in about a minute; powers up in Ready Mode in just 5 seconds
- Secure, 64GB solid-state drive and a Quad core Intel® Celeron® processor (1.83 GHz, 2 GB RAM, 32-bit)

**Probe, Low Amps**

*Noble Item No: N553D29*

Hall effect technology gives accurate non-intrusive circuit testing. Perform precision testing of parasitic draw, injectors, pumps, relays and more. Spring clamp operation can test wires up to 1/2" diameter.

- Scale ranges: 20 amp and 60 amp
DIGITAL TESTING & DIAGNOSTICS

- Resolution: +/- 1 milliamp
- Internally powered by 9V battery

MODIS™ Edge, 17.4 IND

**Noble Item No: N624D73**

A combo scanner and scope/graphing meter with exclusive SureTrack® Expert Information, it is slim, light, fast and strong. Booting in 5 seconds and sporting a big 8-inch display, find new Instant ID and quick links to common procedures to get you right down to business. Exclusive Guided Component Tests show how to test, where to connect and what to look for to eliminate guesswork. A Vehicle System Report offers Global OBD-II Code and Readiness Monitor results for available systems.

- Exclusive integrated SureTrack for verified parts replacement records and Real Fixes harvested from millions of successful repair orders
- Instant ID that reads VIN automatically upon connection to the vehicle for most vehicles
- Quick access to common procedures, oil specs and service interval resets
- Vehicle System Report offers all available system results, global OBD-II codes, and Readiness Monitors on most models
- Extended wireless range assists in triage functions and bay productivity
- Exclusive Guided Component Tests show how to test, where to connect, and what results to look for
- Unique “cause and effect” diagnostics make it easy to see the root cause of problems - use powerful functional tests while viewing live data parameters onscreen

SOLUS™ Edge 17.4

**Noble Item No: N624D75**

With sophisticated functionality, advanced graphing features, an intuitive user interface and user-customizable configuration, SOLUS Edge is the tool that really does give you the edge. With fast boot-up, you’re ready to work in 5 seconds. One-touch code-scan and clear helps you wrap up the job quickly.

- Detailed trouble code definitions, live data, functional test, re-learns, and adaptations
- One-Touch Full Vehicle Code Scan and Clear quickly checks and clears codes for all available modules on the vehicle
- Custom data lists, freeze-frame, PID sorting, pause, zoom, PID trigger, snapshot, and cursor functions
- USB port for PC connectivity; save, print, and share using ShopStream Connect software
- Ability to record all available live data parameters and graph any four on-screen at once
- High-capacity microSD™ card contains diagnostic software and stores your data files
Scan Tool, SOLUS™ Edge Full-Function

With sophisticated functionality, advanced graphing features, an intuitive user interface and user-customisable configuration, SOLUS Edge is the tool that gives you the Edge. With fast boot up, you are ready to work in five seconds. One-touch code-scan and clear helps you wrap up the job quickly.

Get complete information to complete the repair with great coverage for European, Asian and domestic vehicles, and as well as integrated access to SureTrack® vehicle-specific real fixes, repair tips and common replaced parts data (SureTrack access requires Wi-Fi connection and current software upgrade). SureTrack expert information and verified parts replacement records for a confident diagnosis. Large 8" display for better readability and greater ease of use Super-fast boot up: ready to use in just 5 seconds.

- Unique, steady-charge lithium-ion battery system charges automatically from the vehicle.
- Detailed trouble code definitions, live data, functional test, re-learns, and adaptations
- One-Touch Full Vehicle Code Scan and Clear quickly checks and clears codes for all available modules on the vehicle
- Custom data lists, freeze-frame, PID sorting, pause, zoom, PID trigger, snapshot, and cursor functions
- USB port and ability to record all available live data parameters and graph any four on-screen at once
- High-capacity microSD™ card contains diagnostic software and stores your data files
- Embedded SMX® Operating System dedicated to diagnostic functions for fast, reliable operation
- Fast-Track Troubleshooter database includes vehicle-specific tips, tests, and timesavers
USPS Tool Kit - >300 Components

USPSTS-2 USPS VMF KIT

Noble Item No: N604C00

This is a comprehensive tool kit that contains over 300 frequently used parts and components. This kit is a great value for the well-outfitted vehicle maintenance and repair shop.

All items in the kit can be purchased separately and are listed following this item.

COMPONENTS OF KIT:

Set, Socket, Impact, Shallow, Swivel, 6-Point, 5pcs. (7/16” to 3/4”)

Noble Item No: N551K46

3/8” Dr Shallow Impact Swivel Socket Set, 6-Pt (5pc), IPF14C thru IPF20C plus IPF24C (5 pcs) (7/16” to 3/4”) in storage tray

Set, Socket Driver, TORX

Noble Item No: N551K99

Standard, T27 to T55 plus GM-style T47 (7 pcs.), FTX27E thru FTX55E plus FTX47E GM Style Driver (7 pcs) (T27 to T55 plus GM style T47)

Set, Socket, Shallow, TORX, Combination Drive (10pcs.)

Noble Item No: N562P16

(E4 to E18), 1/4” drive TLE40A thru TLE80A plus 3/8” drive FLE100A thru FLE180A (except FLE110A) (10 pcs) (E4 thru E18)
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Set, Socket Driver, Metric, Hex, Standard, 1/4” - 3/8” Driver, 2 to 10 mm (10pcs.)

Noble Item No: N551U40

Includes 1/4” drive TMAM2E thru TMAM3E Standard Length Drivers plus 3/8” drive FAM4E thru FAM10E Standard Length Drivers (10 pcs) (2 to 10mm).

Set, Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, Swivel, 6-Point, (12pcs.) 8mm, 10 to 21mm

Noble Item No: N559P15

Metric 6-Point Shallow Set, IPFM8C thru IPFM21C (except IPFM9C) (12 pcs) (8 to 21mm) in storage tray.

File, Bastard Cut, Mill, 10”

Noble Item No: N562Q11

Length, inches: 9 1/2, Overall Length, inches: 10, Type: Mill File, Additional mill file sizes are also available

File, Three Square, 6”

Noble Item No: N562Q12

Cut Length, inches: 5 1/2, Overall Length, inches: 6, Type: Three Square File, 6” long, 5 1/2” cut length.

File, Bastard Cut, Round, 8”

Noble Item No: N562Q10

Diameter, inches: 9/32, Overall Length, inches: 8, Type: Round File, Additional mill file sizes are also available.

11” Long-Nosed Pliers

Noble Item No: N607A43

A necessity in every maintenance shop.
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Tool, Brake Retainer Spring

**Noble Item No: N562P29**

Tool, Brake Retainer Spring, Type: Brake Tools, Spring Tool, For use on 3/4” retainer spring caps found on most newer vehicles.

Wrench, Bleeder, 9” Long

**Noble Item No: N562P14**

Type: Brake Tools, Bleeder Wrench, includes 1/4” and 3/8” single hex box ends. 9” long.

Wrench, Bleeder, 9-1/2” Long

**Noble Item No: N562P13**

Similar to S6110A. Has a 3/8” box end for brake bleeding work and a 7/16” box end for brake shoe eccentric bolt adjustment. Offset clears drag link arm and recessed backing plate on front wheel. 9 1/2” long.

Adjuster, Brake (for Bendix self-adjusting brakes and brakes with star adjusting nut)

**Noble Item No: N562Q21**

Type: Brake Tools, Adjusting Tool, For Bendix self-adjusting brakes and other brakes with star adjusting nut (except Chevrolet). Blades are 17/32” wide with 1/32” tip thickness. 8 3/16” long.

Tape Rule 1x30’

**Noble Item No: N562Q81**

An essential for your vehicle maintenance shop.

Hammer, Hand Drilling, Heavy Duty, 48oz.

**Noble Item No: N562Q08**

Overall Length, inches: 10, Head Length, inches: 4 1/2, Replacement Handle: BPH133, Weight, oz.: 48, Hand Drilling. The short handle length is convenient for working with hand drilling bits, cold chisels, or brick chisels. Hickory handle.
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Hammer, Ball Peen, 12 oz.

Noble Item No: N562Q03


Carrier, Battery

Noble Item No: N562Q07

For top post and side terminal batteries. Rubber pads securely grip battery widths from 5” to 7”. Plastic hand grip provides a firm hold.

Ratchet, Sealed Head, Dual 80 Technology

Noble Item No: N562Q15


Socket Driver, Hex, Standard, 9/64”

Noble Item No: N562P20

Bit: TMA4.5E2, Finish: Chrome, Fits These Cap Screws: #8, Length, inches: 2 1/16, Size, inches: 9/64, Square Drive, inches: 3/8, Standard Length

Gauge, Wire Gap for Point Ignition Systems

Noble Item No: N562Q19

Includes eight wires in sizes .020”, .022”, .025”, .028”, .030”, .032”, .035”, and .040”. Also includes an electrode bender.

Gauge, Wire Gap for Electronic Ignition Systems

Noble Item No: N562Q20

Wire Gap Gauge (6 blades), Similar to FB301A. Includes six wires in sizes .044”, .045”, .050”, .054”, .060”, and .080”. Also includes an electrode bender.
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**Universal Joint, Friction Ball, 2-1/16”**

*Noble Item No: N562P28*


**Extension, Friction Ball, 18”**

*Noble Item No: N562P99*

Dimension A, Shank Dia., inches: 1/2, Dimension B, Length, inches: 18, Finish: Chrome, 3/8” Dr. Extension, 18”

**Extension, Knurled, Friction Ball, 11”**

*Noble Item No: N562Q06*

Dimension A, Shank Dia., inches: 13/32, Dimension B, Length, inches: 11, Finish: Chrome, 3/8” Dr. Extension, 11” long, Knurling at the drive end provides for easy fingertip turning.

**Extension, Knurled, Friction Ball, 3”**

*Noble Item No: N562Q05*

Dimension A, Shank Dia., inches: 13/32, Dimension B, Length, inches: 3, Finish: Chrome, 3” Extension, Knurling at the drive end provides for easy fingertip turning.

**Extension, Knurled, Friction Ball, 6”**

*Noble Item No: N562Q04*

Dimension A, Shank Dia., inches: 13/32, Dimension B, Length, inches: 6, Finish: Chrome, 6” Extension, Knurling at the drive end provides for easy fingertip turning.

**Protectors, Ear (Headphone Style)**

*Noble Item No: N562Q73*

USPS Tool Kit - >300 Components

Wrench, Oil Filter, Band w/ handles (2-7/8” to 3-1/4” filter diameter)
Noble Item No: N562Q57
Application: For 2 7/8 to 3 1/4” diameter oil filters. Square Drive, inches: Handles, Style: Band.

Wrench, Oil Filter, Band w/ handles (3-1/2” to 3-7/8” filter diameter)
Noble Item No: N562P01
Application: For 3 1/2 to 3 7/8” diameter oil filters. Similar to GA333C above. Square Drive, inches: Handles, Style: Band.

Pick-up Tool, Flexible, Four-Claw, 17-1/2”
Noble Item No: N562Q02
Overall Length, inches (mm): 17 1/2 (444.5), Flexible Section Length, inches (mm): 8 (203.2), Max. Jaw Opening, inches (mm): 1 (25.4), No. of Claws: 4, Flexible.

Tool, Wire Terminal
Noble Item No: N562P31
Prongs depress the “barbs” on conventional terminals.

Handle, File
Noble Item No: N562P72
Provides a large, comfortable grip for all bastard cut files. Adjustable jaws grip the file so it can't turn. Use on files 4” to 16” long. 4 1/2” long, 1” in diameter, 3/8” maximum opening.

Glasses, Safety, Clear Lens/Black Frames
Noble Item No: N562P96
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Hammer, Plastic Tip, 16 oz.
Noble Item No: N553Q51

Hard Tip Stock No. HPTH16, Head Length, inches: 3 3/4, Length, inches: 12, Soft Tip Stock No.: HPTS16, Weight, oz.: 16, Hammer has a tip surface that “yields” when an object is struck. Ribbed, textured grip with energy absorbing microcellular material enhances comfort and reduces vibration. Non-sparking, chemical resistant urethane covering. Multi-position hand grip allows user to “choke up” in tighter work areas. Wide flare at end of handle helps prevent hammer from slipping.

Socket, Metric, Impact, Shallow, 13mm, 6-Point
Noble Item No: N562P19

Dimension A, Socket End Dia., mm: 18.8, Dimension B, Drive End Dia., mm: 18.8, Dimension C, Bolt Clearance Depth, mm: 12.4, Dimension D, Length, mm: 24.6, Dimension E, Opening Depth, mm: 7.4, Finish: Industrial Finish, Size, mm: 13, Style: 6-Point, (Dimensions in parentheses apply to 12-point sockets only.)

Adj. Wrench, 8, Chrome
Noble Item No: N560H04

Hand tool, wrenches, sets.

1/2 Dr. Extension 20
Noble Item No: N562R70

1/2 Dr. Universal Joint
Noble Item No: N562R71

3/8 Dr. Deep SKT 6-PT 9MM
Noble Item No: N562R73

Blow Gun, Venturi-Tip
Noble Item No: N562Q64

Directs air sideways if tip end becomes obstructed and increases airflow? Includes stabilizer valve for variable pressure? 1” hanging hook and paddle type air control lever? 1/4”-18 NPT(f) inlet.
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**Gauge, Tire Pressure, Pencil, 10 to 120 PSI (100 to 800 kPa)**

**Noble Item No: N562Q60**

Tire Pressure Pencil Gauge is calibrated in 2 PSI increments from 10 to 120 PSI and in 10 kPa increments from 100 to 800 kPa

- Chrome body
- 1% gauge accuracy
- 5 3/4” long

**Chisel, Cape, 1/4” edge, 5-5/8”**

**Noble Item No: N562P98**

Point/ Edge, inches: 1/4”, Hex Size: 5/16”, Length: 5 5/8”. Style: Cape Chisel

- The anvil end on heads on Snap-on punches and chisels are machined to a modified parabolic curve. This design directs the striking force to the center of the tool head to allow slow metal displacement.
- The parabolic curve controls mushrooming to reduce chipping and splitting. Heads should be re-dressed to their original shape with hand files as necessary.
- The tough steel alloy is machined and differentially heat treated for optimum performance. The hardness of the striking head is reduced to help toughness and add qualities that result in a slower mushrooming of the striking surface.

**Race Punch, Oval Bearing, 14”**

**Noble Item No: N562Q00**

9/16” hex stock, 9/16” x 19/64” oval point, 14” long.

**Punch, Starter, 3/15” point, 6-1/4”**

**Noble Item No: N562P92**

Point/ Edge, inches: 3/16”, Hex Size: 7/16”, Length: 6 1/4”, Style: Starter Punch, The anvil end on heads on Snap-on punches and chisels are machined to a modified parabolic curve. This design directs the striking force to the center of the tool head to allow slow metal displacement. The parabolic curve controls mushrooming to reduce chipping and splitting. Heads should be re-dressed to their original shape with hand files as necessary. The tough steel alloy is machined and differentially heat treated for optimum performance. The hardness of the striking head is reduced to help toughness and add qualities that result in a slower mushrooming of the striking surface.
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Punch, Drift Pin, 1/4” point, 8-1/2”

**Noble Item No: N562P90**

Point/ Edge, inches: 1/4, Hex Size, inches: 7/16, Length, inches: 8 1/2, Style: Drift Pin Punch, The anvil end on heads on Snap-on punches and chisels are machined to a modified parabolic curve. This design directs the striking force to the center of the tool head to allow slow metal displacement. The parabolic curve controls mushrooming to reduce chipping and splitting. Heads should be re-dressed to their original shape with hand files as necessary. The tough steel alloy is machined and differentially heat treated for optimum performance. The hardness of the striking head is reduced to help toughness and add qualities that result in a slower mushrooming of the striking surface.

Set, Wrench, Metric, Flare Nut Double End, 6-Point (6pcs.) (9 to 21mm)

**Noble Item No: N551U90**

ASME: B107.100, Metric Double End Flare Nut Wrench Set (6 pcs), RXFMS911B thru RXFMS1921B (6 pcs) (9 to 21mm) in storage tray.

Set, Wrench, Flare Nut Double End, 6-Point (5pcs.) (1/4” - 5/16” to 3/4” - 13/16”)

**Noble Item No: N552V65**

ASME: B107.100, Double End Flare Nut Wrench Set (5pcs), RXFS810B thru RXFS2426B (5 pcs) (1/4” to 13/16") in storage tray.

Wrench, Metric, Flare Nut/Open End, 20 mm, 6-Point

**Noble Item No: N562P02**

ASME: B107.100, Dimension, mm A: 33, Dimension, mm B: 41, Dimension, mm C: 13, Dimension, mm D: 13, Dimension, mm E: 235, Finish: Chrome, Size, mm: 20, Style: 6-Point.

Wrench, Bleeder (GM, Datsun, and Honda)

**Noble Item No: N562P15**

Type: Brake Tools, Bleeder Wrench, For GM, Nissan, and Honda. 8mm, 6-point box end; 10mm on the other. Ends are offset for clearance. 7 9/16” long.
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Socket, Spark Plug, Standard, Retention, 13/16”, 6-Point

_Noble Item No: N562P53_


Socket, Spark Plug, Standard, Retention, 5/8”, 6-Point

_Noble Item No: N562P59_


Set, Screwdriver, Combination, Instinct? Hard Handle, Red, 8 pcs.

_Noble Item No: N551J84_

SHD1R, SHD2R, SHD4R, SHD6R and SHD8R Flat Tip Drivers plus SHDP22IRR, SHDP31IRR and SHDP42IRR PHILLIPS Tip Drivers (8 pcs) in storage tray.

4 PC Striking Prybar Set Red

_Noble Item No: N607B08_

Prybars, punches, and chisels.
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Gauge, Tread Depth

**Noble Item No: N554Y72**

Sliding gauge is color-coded to more easily identify when it’s time for a new tire. Measures to a depth of 1” in 1/32” increments. Plastic body with aluminum probe and sliding gauge. Includes pocket clip.

Tape Rule, Inches/Stud Markings, 12 ft.

**Noble Item No: N551B75**

3/4" x 12 ft. tape. Includes inch scale with 16" stud markings. Aluminum housing ensures rugged durability. Hassle free auto-locking tape remains in extended position. 2 Tape release buttons to retract tape in tight access. Non-slip grip provides confidence and comfort.

Seal Puller, 12-5/8” Long

**Noble Item No: N562P71**

For removing rubber seals. Two different tips are designed to reach in and fit nearly all seal applications. 12 5/8” long.

Tool, Wire Terminal (GM and AMC)

**Noble Item No: N562P30**

Designed for use for Pack-Con and Weather-Pack terminals on GM C3 systems.

Punch, Automatic Center, Heavy Duty

**Noble Item No: N562Q74**

Heavy Duty Automatic Center Punch (4 3/4” long). 1/2” diameter
- Single-handed operation
- Design eliminates need for striking with hammer
- Adjustable spring tension cap
- Hardened steel point is replaceable 1/2” diameter

Pliers, Hose Pinching, Swivel Jaws

**Noble Item No: N562Q52**

Hose Pinching Pliers, eliminates need to drain cooling system when repairing thermostat or water pump. Can also be used to pinch off emission control hoses, flexible brake lines, and rubber hose fuel lines. Jaws swivel for positive clamping.
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**Mirror, Round, 14” extension (Mirro: 2-1/4” Diameter)**

**Noble Item No: N562P84**

Mirror has a 2 1/4” diameter mirror. Closed length is 10”; extended length is 14”.

**Extension, Impact, Snap Ring, 11”**

**Noble Item No: N553Z01**


**Ratchet, Dual 80, Standard Handle, 1/2” drive, 10 5/16”**

**Noble Item No: N562Q49**


**Socket Driver, TORX, Standard, T20**

**Noble Item No: N562P56**


**3/8” Drive 9-9/16” Breaker Bar**

**Noble Item No: N603V35**

Breaker bar.

**3/8” Drive Dual 80**

**Noble Item No: N603V38**

Dual 80 Technology Ratchet Features:
- 80-tooth gear with seven teeth in contact with gear to provide strength and durability
- 25% less ratcheting arc than its closest competitor and requires the least amount of arc to engage the next gear tooth
Wrench, Distributor, 1/2”

Noble Item No: N603V40

Ford®, Mercury®, and Cadillac® engines OEM Vehicles Fuel and Engine systems.

Soft Grip Cotter Pin Puller

Noble Item No: N603W32

Every well-equipped shop needs a cotter pin puller.

Phillips #3 Instinct® Screwdriver

Noble Item No: N603W33

New Instinct handle provides maximum turning power and greater comfort
• Six specially designed curves and flutes provide fingertip control and aids in spinning
• Tips are precision cut and vapor-blasted for the best possible grip and helps prevent chrome plating from peeling
• Replaceable blades are cold forged from special alloy steel and heat treated for optimum strength and durability
• Hexagon bolster prevents blade from being forced into the handle and provides wrench assisted turning power
• Nickel/chrome plating helps protect against corrosion and promotes easy clean up

CERTIFICATION and TRAINING

608 Cert Kit, A-B-C

Noble Item No: N624D74

Air Con Theory W-609 Cert

Noble Item No: N562M26

Fluid Exchange Training

Noble Item No: N555G06
@Buy2
Find these Snap-on products on eBuy2

NOBLE AT A GLANCE

Noble continuously streamlines the procurement process using state-of-the-art technology to deliver a huge selection of materials, supplies and services. Our government contracts give us the opportunity to distribute millions of trusted, band-name items to military and civilian government customers.

- 52 global locations
- 1,000,000+ products
- 11,000 suppliers
- 225K+ task orders processed annually

Worldwide Headquarters
One Seaport Square
77 Sleeper Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, MA 02210

U.S. Operations Center
302 Weymouth Street
Rockland, MA 02370

Web: http://www.noble.com
Shop: http://shop.noble.com

Phone: 877.999.1911
Email: support@noble.com

This advertisement is neither paid for nor sponsored, in whole or in part, by any element of the United States Government.